
All the products (shown here) may not be available at the store. Please contact the staff  
or look at www.IKEA.com.au for more information. For more detailed product information,  
see the pricetag and the Internet. All units require assembly.

Buying guide

It doesn’t get more comfortable!
LIDHULT sofa is designed in the smallest detail for maximum comfort. 
It feels inviting and embracing with built-in lumbar support in the high 
back and a nice neck cushion. Pocket springs provide support where 
needed and follow the body precisely, while the top layer of ball fibre 
makes the sofa extra soft. The seats are also generous so that everyone 
sits in comfort regardless if it’s TV night or relaxing with family and 
friends. It doesn’t get more comfortable!

Maximum comfort in all situations
The embracing, inviting and generous LIDHULT sofa is designed for 
maximum comfort in all situations. It’s just as ideal for a nap as for 
relaxing with friends and family - everyone sits comfortably thanks to 
the spacious seats. The sofa is available in many various styles, and 
you can choose between covers in soft leather or washable fabric. 
The chaise lounge has spacious storage under the seat, and the 
comfortable sofa bed is useful if you often have overnight guests!

DESIGN
Henrik Preutz

PARTS
1-seat section
2-seat section
3-seat section
2-seat sofa bed section
Corner section
Chaise lounge section
Open end section wih storage
Armrest

Sofa series
LIDHULT

Can be customised to 
suit your needs

Removable,  
washable covers

Choice of cover

Storage in selected 
sections

Sofa bed

Built with pocket 
springs

Read more in the 
guarantee brochure
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Here we show some examples of how the LIDHULT sofa series 
can look, but you are free to customise the sofa to suit you and 
your needs. Decide the number of seats, shape of the sofa, 
what functions you want and of course a cover that feels right 

for you. One tip is to use our helpful planning tool to explore 
all the possible combinations and possibilities. You can find the 
tool in the store and at www.IKEA.com.au

LIDHULT 3-seat sofa with chaise lounge. 
Overall size: W279×D98/164×H102 cm

Total price includes cover

GASSEBOL blue-grey 092.571.66 $1,449
GASSEBOL light beige 192.571.61 $1,449
LEJDE beige/brown 892.571.72 $1,649
LEJDE grey/black 892.571.67 $1,649
LEJDE red-brown 792.571.77 $1,649
GRANN/BOMSTAD dark brown 092.571.28 $2,330

LIDHULT 3-seat sofa.
Overall size: W259×D98×H102 cm

Total price includes cover

GASSEBOL blue-grey 292.569.67 $1,050
GASSEBOL light beige 292.569.72 $1,050
LEJDE beige/brown 192.569.82 $1,199
LEJDE grey/black 192.569.77 $1,199
LEJDE red-brown 092.569.87 $1,199
GRANN/BOMSTAD dark brown 892.570.30 $1,799

LIDHULT armchair.
Overall size: W119×D98×H102 cm

Total price includes cover

GASSEBOL blue-grey 792.568.99 $510
GASSEBOL light beige 992.568.98 $510
LEJDE beige/brown 992.569.02 $570
LEJDE grey/black 192.569.01 $570
LEJDE red-brown 792.569.03 $570
GRANN/BOMSTAD dark brown 492.570.27 $950

LIDHULT 2-seat sofa.
Overall size: W189×D98×H102 cm

Total price includes cover

GASSEBOL blue-grey 292.569.29 $799
GASSEBOL light beige 692.569.27 $799
LEJDE beige/brown 592.569.23 $899
LEJDE grey/black 092.569.25 $899
LEJDE red-brown 192.569.20 $899
GRANN/BOMSTAD dark brown 592.570.17 $1,295

LIDHULT 4-seat sofa with chaise lounge.
Overall size: W349×D98/164×H102 cm

Total price includes cover

GASSEBOL blue-grey 092.919.95 $1,700
GASSEBOL light beige 892.919.96 $1,700
LEJDE beige/brown 692.919.97 $1,949
LEJDE grey/black 492.919.98 $1,949
LEJDE red-brown 292.919.99 $1,949
GRANN/BOMSTAD dark brown 592.919.93 $2,834

Combinations
Overall size: Width x Depth x Height.

LIDHULT chaise lounge. 
Overall size: W139×D164×H102 cm

Total price includes cover

GASSEBOL blue-grey 892.661.19 $870
GASSEBOL light beige 892.661.24 $870
LEJDE beige/brown 792.661.34 $1,010
LEJDE grey/black 792.661.29 $1,010
LEJDE red-brown 692.661.39 $1,010
GRANN/BOMSTAD dark brown 592.661.49 $1,395
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LIDHULT 4-seat sofa with chaise lounges.
Overall size: W369×D98/164×H102 cm

Total price includes cover

GASSEBOL blue-grey 592.573.19 $2,099
GASSEBOL light beige 592.573.24 $2,099
LEJDE beige/brown 192.573.35 $2,399
LEJDE grey/black 492.573.29 $2,399
LEJDE red-brown 392.573.39 $2,399
GRANN/BOMSTAD dark brown 292.573.49 $3,365

Combinations
Overall size: Width x Depth x Height.

LIDHULT corner sofa, 4-seat.
Overall size: W275×D205×H102 cm

Total price includes cover

GASSEBOL blue-grey 292.574.53 $1,619
GASSEBOL light beige 192.574.58 $1,619
LEJDE beige/brown 092.574.68 $1,869
LEJDE grey/black 192.574.63 $1,869
LEJDE red-brown 092.574.73 $1,869
GRANN/BOMSTAD dark brown 792.574.17 $2,875

LIDHULT corner sofa, 6-seat with chaise lounge. 
Overall size: W367×D98/164×H102 cm

Total price includes cover

GASSEBOL blue-grey 892.572.71 $2,558
GASSEBOL light beige 792.572.76 $2,558
LEJDE beige/brown 692.572.86 $2,948
LEJDE grey/black 792.572.81 $2,948
LEJDE red-brown 692.572.91 $2,948
GRANN/BOMSTAD dark brown 992.572.61 $4,255

LIDHULT corner sofa, 5-seat with open end. 
Overall size: W275×D253×H102 cm

Total price includes cover

GASSEBOL blue-grey 792.760.10 $1,809
GASSEBOL light beige 692.760.15 $1,809
LEJDE beige/brown 492.760.35 $2,089
LEJDE grey/black 492.760.40 $2,089
LEJDE red-brown 392.760.45 $2,089
GRANN/BOMSTAD dark brown 592.760.25 $3,195

LIDHULT corner sofa, 5-seat.
Overall size: W275×D275×H102 cm

Total price includes cover

GASSEBOL blue-grey 392.574.43 $1,908
GASSEBOL light beige 292.574.48 $1,908
LEJDE beige/brown 492.574.33 $2,198
LEJDE grey/black 492.574.28 $2,198
LEJDE red-brown 392.574.38 $2,198
GRANN/BOMSTAD dark brown 092.573.93 $3,220
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LIDHULT 2-seat sofa-bed. 
Overall size: W208×D98×H102 cm

Total price includes cover
GASSEBOL blue-grey 192.570.57 $1,319
GASSEBOL light beige 192.570.62 $1,319
LEJDE beige/brown 692.570.69 $1,419
LEJDE grey/black 692.570.74 $1,419 
LEJDE red-brown 992.570.77 $1,419
GRANN/BOMSTAD dark brown 192.660.09 $1,999

LIDHULT 3-seat sofa-bed with chaise lounge.
Overall size: W301×D98/164×H102 cm

Total price includes cover
GASSEBOL blue-grey 192.660.85 $1,969
GASSEBOL light beige 192.660.90 $1,969
LEJDE beige/brown 692.661.01 $2,169
LEJDE grey/black 092.660.95 $2,169 
LEJDE red-brown 592.661.06 $2,169
GRANN/BOMSTAD dark brown 292.660.75 $3,034

Combinations

LIDHULT corner sofa bed, 5-seat.
W294×D275×H102 cm

Total price includes cover
GASSEBOL blue-grey 492.661.64 $2,428
GASSEBOL light beige 392.661.69 $2,428
LEJDE beige/brown 992.661.90 $2,718
LEJDE grey/black 992.661.85 $2,718 
LEJDE red-brown 892.661.95 $2,718
GRANN/BOMSTAD dark brown 292.661.79 $3,924

LIDHULT corner sofa, 6-seat with chaise lounge. 
W387×D275×H102 cm

Total price includes cover
GASSEBOL blue-grey 792.775.90 $3,078
GASSEBOL light beige 292.775.97 $3,078
LEJDE beige/brown 992.776.26 $3,468
LEJDE grey/black 592.776.33 $3,468
LEJDE red-brown 092.776.40 $3,468
GRANN/BOMSTAD dark brown 992.776.12 $4,959

HOW TO CONVERT

Lift and fold out – and it’s ready!
It is easy to transform LIDHULT sofa bed into a spacious and 
comfortable bed. Start by taking off the sofa cushions. Fold 
down the fabric piece at the front edge of the seat.
Then lift the underframe and pull it towards you. Finally, 

fold down the foot of the bed. If you want to watch TV or read 
in bed with comfortable back support, feel free to put back the 
sofa’s back cushions. 
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All parts and prices
Total price including cover.

LIDHULT corner section, W154×D98×H95 cm.

GASSEBOL blue-grey 392.899.67 $530
GASSEBOL light beige 392.899.72 $530
LEJDE beige/brown 292.899.58 $660
LEJDE grey/black 292.899.63 $660
LEJDE red-brown 392.899.53 $660
GRANN/BOMSTAD dark brown 804.055.96 $990

LIDHULT open end section with storage, 
W101×D72×H42 cm.

GASSEBOL blue-grey 692.899.99 $300
GASSEBOL light beige 492.899.95 $300
LEJDE beige/brown 292.899.77 $350
LEJDE grey/black 292.899.82 $350
LEJDE red-brown 392.899.86 $350
GRANN/BOMSTAD dark brown 604.058.04 $500

LIDHULT armrest, W24×D98×H55 cm.

GASSEBOL blue-grey 492.900.79 $110
GASSEBOL light beige 292.900.80 $110
LEJDE beige/brown 392.900.70 $130
LEJDE grey/black 392.900.65 $130
LEJDE red-brown 292.900.61 $130
GRANN/BOMSTAD dark brown 304.070.22 $180

LIDHULT 1-seat section, W71×D98×H95 cm.

GASSEBOL blue-grey 392.895.52 $290
GASSEBOL light beige 392.895.47 $290
LEJDE beige/brown 192.895.34 $310
LEJDE grey/black 892.895.40 $310
LEJDE red-brown 692.895.41 $310
GRANN/BOMSTAD dark brown 604.040.22 $590

LIDHULT 2-seat section, W141×D98×H95 cm.

GASSEBOL blue-grey 392.898.87 $579
GASSEBOL light beige 392.898.92 $579
LEJDE beige/brown 692.898.76 $639
LEJDE grey/black 192.898.74 $639
LEJDE red-brown 292.898.78 $639
GRANN/BOMSTAD dark brown 704.043.71 $935

LIDHULT sofa bed 2-seat section, W160xD98xH95 cm.

GASSEBOL blue-grey 392.900.51 $1,099
GASSEBOL light beige 492.90055 $1,099
LEJDE beige/brown 392.900.08 $1,159
LEJDE grey/black 392.900.13 $1,159
LEJDE red-brown 492.900.03 $1,159
GRANN/BOMSTAD dark brown 292.931.06 $1,639

LIDHULT 3-seat section, W211×D98×H95 cm.

GASSEBOL blue-grey 292.899.15 $830
GASSEBOL light beige 492.899.19 $830
LEJDE beige/brown 292.898.97 $939
LEJDE grey/black 292.899.01 $939
LEJDE red-brown 392.899.05 $939
GRANN/BOMSTAD dark brown 004.050.86 $1,439

LIDHULT chaise lounge section, W90×D164×H95 cm.

GASSEBOL blue-grey 392.899.34 $650
GASSEBOL light beige 292.899.39 $650
LEJDE beige/brown 292.899.20 $750
LEJDE grey/black 392.899.29 $750
LEJDE red-brown 492.899.24 $750
GRANN/BOMSTAD dark brown 204.058.77 $1,035

Good to know
Our fabrics have been tested 
At IKEA we test the fabric covers on our sofas and armchairs 
so you can be sure they’re durable. The fabric’s ability to resist 
abrasion is tested by using a machine to rub it against another 
fabric while applying firm pressure. 

A fabric that can take 15,000 cycles is suitable for furniture that 
must withstand everyday life at home – and if it can take more 
than 30,000 cycles, it is very resistant to abrasion. All fabrics are 
sensitive to sunlight, which is why we also check that our fabrics 
resist colour changes effectively.

Washing instructions
Resistance to  
abrasion (cycles)

Light-fastness 
(0-6)

GASSEBOL: Mix of cotton and polyester which makes the fabric both naturally soft 
and durable. 76 % cotton, 24 % polyester.

Machine washable at 40°C 30,000 5

LEJDE: Multi-coloured, irregularly spun yarn which gives the fabric a rich texture 
and deep colour. 76 % cotton, 24 % polyester

Machine washable at 40°C 30,000 5

GRANN/BOMSTAD: The contact areas are covered with GRANN, which is a natural and flexible leather, and the outer surfaces are covered with BOMSTAD, which is a 
coated fabric similar to leather.
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For more information about our services, visit IKEA.com.au

You can do it yourself,  
but you don’t have to
IKEA products are designed to be taken home and assembled yourself.  
But if you would like some help, we can offer you a range of services.  
For more information contact your local IKEA store or visit IKEA.com.au

Interest free finance available
To realise your dream today, we offer interest free finance* to 
approved customers. You can apply online, over the phone or 
in-store at our planning desks.

*Terms, conditions, fees, charges and lending criteria apply.

Delivery
Can’t take your furniture with you? 
We’ll bring it to your home or workplace.

Assembly
Sometimes it’s nice to have someone else put your 
furniture together. We’re happy to do it for you.


